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  Firms of Endearment, Raj Sisodia, Jag Sheth, David B. Wolfe (2014) 
 
 Marketing has lost its way, consuming ever-more re-
sources but delivering less customer satisfaction, loyalty, and 
especially trust. SRM means Stakeholder Relationship Man-
agement business model.  
 With the majority of adults now 45 and older, the 
worldviews, values, and needs of the young no longer have the 
influence on society they once had. People increasingly look for 
higher meaning in their lives than simply adding to the store of 
things they own. This is a signature trait of people in midlife 
and older who are not battling basic survival issues. It is chang-
ing the very soul of capitalism. 
 Companies are increasingly motivated by and being 
held accountable for humanistic as well as economic perfor-
mance. Humanistic companies –or firms of endearment (FoE)—
seek to maximize their value to society as a whole, not just to 
their shareholders. They create emotional, spiritual, social cul-
tural, intellectual, ecological, and, of course, financial value. 
People who interact with such companies enjoy working with or 
for them, buying from them, investing in them, and having them 
as neighbors. Some have called this emotive dimension the 
“soul of a company.” Companies without a soul face a doubtful 
future. Attitudinal loyalty comes from emotional attachment. It 
is attitudinal loyalty that matters most in sustaining long-term 
survival and success of a business.   
 Not everything that can be counted counts, and not 
everything that counts can be counted. We are in a new era in 
which company survival and growth will depend less on quanti-
tative factors and more on qualitative factors. Love is the self-
less promotion of the growth of the other. A FoE is a company 
that endears itself to stakeholders by bringing the interest of all 
stakeholder groups into strategic alignment—they strive for 
share of heart. Endearing companies tend to be enduring com-
panies. 

- They subscribe to a purpose for being that is different 
from and goes beyond making money. 

- They actively align the interests of all stakeholder groups, 
not just balance them.  

- Their executive salaries are relatively modest. In a typical 
year, Costco cofounder and former CEO Jim Senagel’s 
salary was $350,000, accompanied by a bonus of 
$200,000. By contrast, the average CEO of a comparable 
public company received $14.2m in 2012. 

- They operate at the executive level with an open-door pol-
icy. Honda and Harley-Davidson are examples.  

- Their employees’ compensation and benefits are signifi-
cantly greater than the standard for the company’s catego-
ry.  

- They devote considerably more time than their competi-
tors to employee training. The Container Store’s 1st-year 
employees get an average of 263 hours of training versus 
the retail industry’s average of 8. 

- Their employee turnover is far lower the industry average. 
Southwest Airlines’ employee turnover is half that of oth-
er major airlines.  

- They empower employees to ensure customers leave eve-
ry transaction experience fully satisfied. 

-  
- They seek to hire people who are passionate about the 

company and its products.  
- They project a genuine passion for customers, and emo-

tionally connect with them at a deep level. Nordstrom is 
an example.  

- Their marketing costs are far lower than those of their in-
dustry peers, while customer satisfaction and retention are 
far higher.  

- They view their suppliers as true partners and collaborate 
with them to move both their companies forward. Honda 
is said to “marry suppliers for life.” 

- They honor the spirit of laws rather than merely following 
the letter of the law.  

- They consider their corporate culture to be their greatest 
asset and primary source of competitive advantage.  

- Their cultures are resistant to short-term, incidental pres-
sures, but able to quickly adapt when needed.  

 Qualitative factors may reveal more of a company’s 
future performance than quantitative. Stakeholders are Society, 
Partners, Investors, Customers, and Employees (SPICE). Our 
whole accounting and reporting apparatus is designed to give 
investors information about tangible assets. Which is really cra-
zy when you think about it, since intangible assets account for 
80% of the market cap of S&P 500 companies. 
 We picked the most promising 60 or so of the compa-
nies that bubbled up through our exploratory research and as-
signed teams of MBA students to research them: interview ex-
ecutives, employees, customers, suppliers, communities, gov-
ernments, and investors. In the end we picked 28 companies, of 
which 18 were publicly traded. Our hypothesis at this stage was 
that these probably performed better than the “average” compa-
ny, but not by a huge amount. In fact, the public FOEs returned 
1026% for investors over the 10 years ending 6/30/06, com-
pared to 122% for the S&P 500; that’s more than 8X. It is far 
more than a feel-good story—it is a deeply inspirational one. 
None of the Good to Great companies made our cut.  
 The full spectrum of a company’s stakeholders is 
bound up with a company view of contracts: 

- Legal contract - Explicit and based on quantitative per-
formance criteria established by jurisprudence as well as 
representations by a company and its agents in writing, 
oral communications, and actions. 

- Emotional contract – Implicit or unspoken and based on 
qualitative performance criteria established by stakehold-
ers in the form of expectations that reflect their moral and 
ethical values and their experiential desires—what they 
want to experience, and what they want to avoid experi-
encing.  

 A common cause of corporate mortality is breach of 
the emotional contract. People don’t sue those for whom they 
feel affection. Some Wall street critics reflexively view “capital-
ism with a human face” as a threat to shareholders’ interests. 
They tend to view any stakeholders other than stockholders as 
drainers of value, rather than a means to the ultimate end of 
maximizing shareholder returns. Companies of every type and 
size should consciously shape their culture around the idea that 
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we are here to help others live their lives with greater satisfac-
tion, to spread joy and well-being, to elevate and educate, and to 
help employees and customers fulfill their natural potential. The 
leaders of great companies intuitively recognize the inherent 
need that most people above subsistence level have to serve 
others.  
 The roiling waves of change are sweeping over us as 
major realignments in science, technology, medicine, education, 
the arts, religion, economies, demographics, social systems, 
governments, and institution, both private and public, the world 
over. With more than 32m hardcover copies sold and translated 
into 50 languages, pastor Rick Warren’s The Purpose Driven 
Life, a book about a higher purpose in life than indulging one’s 
worldly self, has become one of the best-selling nonfiction 
books in history.  
 Business has yet to come to terms with the ebbing in-
fluence of materialistic values on what people want from life--
the inevitable result of an aging society. For a full century, the 
consumer economy has been grounded in a materialistic having 
focus. Consumers may still want a given product, but along with 
that many want a highroad experience that connects with their 
more mature being focus. Mainstream culture increasingly re-
flects the being focus that emerges at upper levels of psycholog-
ical maturity as the thrill of accumulating “things” ebbs.  
 Abroad, the pre-middle-age adult population is shrink-
ing in every developed nation. To prosper, companies will in-
creasingly need to learn how being customers differ from hav-
ing customers. This also changes how products should be pre-
sented to the marketplace: more as meaning-laden experiences 
and less as throw away trinkets. Generativity is a disposition to 
help the next generation come into its own successfully. FoEs 
are a collective representation of the shift toward others-
centeredness that higher levels of maturity lead to on an indi-
vidual basis.  
 Middle age populations (ages 40-60) form a critical 
demographic mass that is turning the ethos of generativity into 
one of the most powerful forces in society. It is better known in 
business as sustainability. Although not everyone reaches full 
self-actualization—Maslow said few do—most people get far 
enough along in the journey to develop a being focused 
worldview. This includes: 

- Superior perception of reality 
- Acceptance of self or others, of nature 
- Increase in problem-centering (removing self from the 

equation; not interested in being a hero) 
- Appreciation and richness of emotional reaction 

 Capitalism is acquiring a more human face than 
seemed possible to most observers just one generation ago—
capitalism with a conscience. Prosperity has made it possible to 
extend the quest for self-realization from a minute fraction of 
the population to almost the whole of it. While the values of 
people in midlife have not changed in thousands of years, the 
proportion of them has dramatically changed. Middle age and 
older people are now the culture shaping majority. The growing 
influence of self-actualization on mainstream culture is reshap-
ing the way business is done. Indeed, we are experiencing the 
beginning moments of the self-actualization of capitalism.  

 It’s difficult for analysts bent on looking at companies 
through a traditional lens of numbers to comprehend the value-
producing potential of the SRM business model. Such compa-
nies eagerly sell their products at Costco, which attracts a high 
proportion of affluent shoppers. Most FoEs do little costly ad-
vertising. Communities often are anxious to attract FoEs to lo-
cate in them. The rising assertiveness of members in every 
stakeholder group toward companies they invest in, buy from, 
work for, and permit to operate through public license is causing 
companies to lean toward the SRM business model. We see this 
as an enduring trend aided by a moral revolution in the execu-
tive suites of America. Placing shareholders far above all other 
stakeholder may be the worst long-term position a company can 
put them in.  
 Emotional Intelligence (EI) deals with one’s ability to 
be aware of both one’s own feelings and others’. EI leads indi-
rectly to competitive advantage because it is a prerequisite for 
the kind of leadership necessary to effect positive and sustaina-
ble strategic change. Organizations with high EI exert a strong 
influence on individuals within them to exhibit similar traits. 
The importance of EI in the workplace can be appreciated by 
seeing the consequences of its absence: low morale, a climate of 
fear or apathy, intense conflict, and high levels of stress, which 
clearly impact business effectiveness. A leader’s style deter-
mines 70% of the emotional climate, which in turn drives 20%-- 
30% of business performance.  
 The remaking of capitalism into an instrument of 
broader purpose appears unstoppable. People and companies 
believe what they feel. The consciousness that has ruled busi-
ness enterprise over the past 2 centuries is rooted in classical 
notions that reason is superior to emotions in the affairs of peo-
ple. The affectionate regard that FoEs have for their stakehold-
ers has value that classical economic and management theory 
can’t account for. Neither body of thought reckons with value of 
mutual affection between a company and its stakeholders. If the 
economic value of something as intangible as a brand can be 
assessed in dollar terms why not the amount of heart a company 
invests in its stakeholders? This means giving caring a promi-
nent place in economic and management theory. Classical capi-
talism is heartless by design. The same holds true for traditional 
management theory rooted in Rene Descartes’ scientific meth-
od, formulated some 400 years ago. Emotion was considered the 
antithesis of reason. Adam Smith’s invisible hand was emotion-
less.  
 Loyalty is more a function of how one feels than what 
one thinks. Researchers found that brands engage the emotional 
right side of the brain. Endearing behavior by a company toward 
its stakeholders is one of the most decisive competitive differ-
ences ever wielded in capitalistic enterprise. A much-loved 
company, Patagonia’s customers pay an average premium of 
20% or more over competitors’ prices. This helps produce a 
gross profit margin of close to 50%. The greater the importance 
of a matter, the stronger the emotional response.  
 A brand or company that fails to arouse a customer’s 
emotions in positive ways will not engender true loyalty. The 
same holds try for employees. Bonds are based more on the 
right brain qualitative issues of recognition and appreciation 
than left brain issues of salaries and benefits. Objectivity has 
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proven to be an overreaching affectation of science. Subjectivity 
rules in the Age of Transcendence in terms of garnering stake-
holder loyalty and affection.  
 FoEs profiled in this book have solidly performing 
marketing models. For the most part they depend little on tradi-
tional marketing. Starbucks and Google, for example, became 
enormously valuable global brands with virtually no advertis-
ing. The internet and other advanced information technologies 
give them enormous power to resist companies’ attempts to take 
control of their minds and wallets.  
 Biologists use “complex adaptive system” to describe 
self-organizing systems. Ant colonies are an example. So are 
ecosystems. And so is the internet; no one runs it, but it magi-
cally works. The GE jet engine factory in Durham, North Caro-
lina is such a place. It has no factory leader. Rank and file 
workers manage everything from process-improvement and 
work schedules to overtime budgets. Information technology is 
remolding human culture into networked systems. The balance 
of information power is now in the hands of the masses.   
 Principles: 
  1. Establish a positive relationship (or reinforce an existing       
one) before getting down to business. 
  2. Show willingness to be vulnerable. This is the transparency 
principle. It’s essential to getting the best outcomes from con-
versations with stakeholders. FoE leaders practice this principle 
with fervor.  
  3. Foster reciprocal empathy, whereby stakeholders recipro-
cate the company’s empathy. Even corporate “left brained” 
number crunchers appreciate the economic value of loyalty, 
which is just another term for affection. Empathy generates af-
fection. Projecting empathy to customers, employees, and other 
stakeholders is like fertilizing a tomato plane. The relationship 
between stakeholders and company will grow, blossom, and 
bear fruit.  
  4. Conduct conversations with genuine reciprocity.  
 Wegmans differentiates itself through the customer 
experience. It sells 60,000 different products, 20,000 more than 
the average supermarket and has market cafes, seating 100-200 
people. They know that higher wages and benefits can lower 
employee-related costs. This paradoxical outcome is made pos-
sible by lower employee recruiting and training costs and higher 
productivity. Knowledgeable employees are “something our 
competitors don’t have and our customers couldn’t get any 
where else.” Every employee has wide latitude to do whatever is 
necessary to satisfy a customer. Its annual voluntary turnover 
rate for full-time employees is just 6% in an industry with an 
average of 100% for part-timers and 20% for full-timers. Were 
Wegmans a publicly traded company, it would be soundly criti-
cized by some analysts for paying wages 25% or more than its 
competitors. However, that industry’s annual turnover costs 
exceed its annual profits by 40%. Wegmans’ operating margins 
are double those of other big grocers. Its sales per square foot 
are 50% higher than the norm. Employees either benefit or bur-
den every dimension of a company’s existence. 
 Average employee engagement in the US ranged be-
tween 25-30% over a 13-year period ending 2012. Those active-
ly disengaged (deeply unhappy and even hostile) ranged from 
16-20%. In the Age of Transcendence, people look for more 

than a paycheck from their work; they crave “psychic income” 
as well as monetary income—work that is psychologically re-
warding.  
 The components of the FoE and SRM models consti-
tute a strategic system that reduces costs, improves productivity, 
and engenders superior customer and employee loyalty, ena-
bling these companies to outperform their competitors on a con-
sistent basis and deliver exceptional returns to shareholders. 
Ordinary, inexperienced workers can become extraordinary, 
highly skilled contributors. Nissan CEO Carlos Ghosn executed 
a remarkable turnaround at the company, taking it from steep 
losses and massive debt in the late 1990s, to one of the highest 
profit margins of any major carmaker in the world. Its factory in 
Canton Mississippi opened in May 2003. The plant had to rely 
on an untested, largely inexperienced workforce, the product of 
the state’s dismal educational system. The plant achieved some 
of the highest quality ratings in the world. Nissan offered pay 
that was nearly double the prevailing industrial wage in the 
state. By 2013 the plant’s workforce had grown to 5200 and 
produced 250,000 cars a year—one former critic called it “a 
miracle.”   
 If companies create a culture in which employees take 
psychological ownership, even average employees can perform 
at high levels. Most FoEs try to hire those with a passion for the 
purpose of the business. For example, Patagonia, LL Bean, and 
REI try to hire only outdoors enthusiasts. Trader Joe’s, 
Wegmans, and Whole Goods recruit foodies. Executive leader-
ship in FoEs typically comes up through the ranks. At CarMax, 
new employees choose one of 4 career tracks. If management 
and unions can maintain a cordial relationship, unionized com-
panies tend to perform better than non-unionized ones. Unioni-
zation’s most direct benefit is higher wages, which attracts bet-
ter employees and reduces turnover. The net profit impact tends 
to be zero (and can even be positive) because turnover is expen-
sive and experienced workers are more productive. FoEs either 
have strong management partnerships with a union or manage-
ment partnerships directly with employees. At Harley-
Davidson, management and union have the same objective. At 
Southwest, the company’s relationship with the pilots’ union 
has very little finger pointing.    
 A distinguishing mark of FoEs is the high degree of 
trust that exists within them. Building trust is a slow process, 
and sustaining it is always a challenge. At The Container Store 
new employees go through a weeklong orientation, known as 
Foundation Week, during which they learn the inner-workings 
and philosophy of the company. FoEs draw on 4 key elements 
to build trust with employees: respect for individuals, transpar-
ency, team building, and empowerment. Respect for individuals 
is demonstrated by management’s encouragement of employees 
to participate in company decision making, regardless of an 
employee’s rank. Both New Balance and The Container Store 
open up their books to employees. FoEs cultivate an uncom-
monly strong sense of team participation, a major factor in their 
low job turnover rates. Their employees generally have the au-
thority (and obligation) to spend the resources necessary to 
make a customer happy or fix a production problem. 
 FoEs foster a fun, collegial, productive and purposeful 
work environment. This a key factor in attracting, motivating, 
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and retaining employees. They experience a form of “relaxed 
concentration” that maximizes the potential of each employee. 
“Families invest time and money in having fun together and so 
do high-trust organizations.” Fun is a great trust builder because 
it conveys caring.  
 Consider the airline industry. It is the only industry that 
has managed to make all of the stakeholders lose. Shareholders 
don’t make any money; executives don’t last; planes don’t get 
better; air-traffic controllers have the worst job in the world; 
crews are never happy; pilots are on strike; the food is awful. 
There’s not a good thing you can say about the business of fly-
ing.  
 Most FoEs have their own “Universities” to train em-
ployees. Southwest has its University for People; UPS has its 
“Earn and Learn” program. They also have celebration-
intensive cultures. Employees are frequently nominated by their 
peers for awards.  
 In recent years, the proportion of people working part 
time has risen, accounting for 20% of the workforce in 2013. 
Only 13% of part-time workers in large and midsized firms re-
ceive healthcare benefits. However, FoEs are generally excep-
tions to this norm. Most offer generous benefits to part-time 
employees. Unlike at traditional companies, frontline workers at 
FoE companies often have the opportunity to interact directly 
with senior leaders. These connections are highly energizing for 
CEOs and motivation to employees.  
 How customers feel usually has more binding power 
than how they think. Customer loyalty is like love; it grows not 
from reason but from the heart. Sales quotas were used in the 
20th century by Madison Avenue to keep pressure on managers, 
sales agents, and others to sell, sell, sell. When job security is 
tied to quotas, ethics and moral principles are at risk. Customers 
become prey. Marketers and salespeople become predators.  
 Healing is in New Balance’s DNA. As society ages and 
podiatric problems become more commonplace, New Balance 
seems even more dedicated to the healing model of marketing. 
Perennial midlife urgings to shift psychic energy away from 
social actualization toward self-actualization disturb the per-
sonal status quo. The enviable success of FoEs flows from in-
spired leadership working from a different consciousness than 
their non-FoE competitors. Healing, a distinguishing trait in 
FoE corporate culture, is replacing hucksterism as the soul of 
marketing.  
 Committed employees yield committed customers. 
FoEs with higher labor costs have lower labor costs per dollar of 
income as well as lower marketing costs. The line-by-line way 
of looking at costs, treating each line item as an independent 
variable, obscures crucial connections between compensation 
and productivity, income and profits. The top quartile of firms 
on engagement have net income that doubles those of the bot-
tom quartile. Shareholder returns were 7X greater over 5 years.  
 FoEs are characterized by high levels of EI among all 
employees. Trust should not be a primary business objective. It 
is more properly an outcome from consistently meeting or ex-
ceeding customers’ expectation. In other words, trust is a meas-
ure of how well a company serves its customers and all stake-
holders.  Costco limits the markup of any branded product to 
14% and to 15% on its Kirkland private label products. Its cus-

tomers have blanket permission for returns: no receipts; no 
question; no time limits. Countless companies want customers 
to trust them, but they do not reciprocate that trust.    
 The % of American households owning stocks rose 
from 19% in 1983 to 70% In 2004. Long term investors add 
value to a company. This is a key feature of all stakeholders in 
the FoE business model. They are Warren Buffet’s kind of in-
vestment. “The frictional costs of trading—which act as a major 
“tax” on the owners of many companies—are virtually nonex-
istent at Berkshire Hathaway. Boards of directors may incite top 
executives to make short-term, value-destroying decisions by 
rewarding them only for short-term gains.  
 We support an indirect approach to pursuing profits. 
Business should focus on the right actions, and not driven by a 
predetermined goal. The most profit-driven companies are usu-
ally not the most profitable, whereas most companies that are 
highly profitable are not principally focused on profit making. 
“Profit is not the explanation, cause or rationale of business 
behavior and business decisions, but rather the test of their va-
lidity” (Peter Drucker). “Business is not all about money. You 
have a sense that you are really improving people’s life…” (LL 
Bean CEO Lee Surace).  
 Unfortunately for too many companies, seeking excep-
tional short-term results damages their long-term health. This is 
analogous to elite athletes who take steroids and other perfor-
mance-enhancing drugs to win a contest, but suffer devastating 
long-term consequences. Paradoxically, the language of share-
holder value hinders maximizing shareholder values. The stock 
market rewards actions that produce long-term value. Stake-
holders with multiple relationships (investor, employee, cus-
tomer) are more likely to be valuable to the company, and to 
stay with the company when it goes through turbulent times.  
 
[Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything 
that counts can be counted. Endearing companies tend to be 
enduring companies. Intangible assets account for 80% of the 
market cap of S&P 500 companies. Public FOEs returned more 
than 8X of S&P 500 companies. Middle age and older people 
are now the culture shaping majority. Endearing behavior to-
ward its stakeholders is one of the most decisive competitive 
differences ever wielded in capitalistic enterprise. Principles: 
positive relationship, transparency, empathy, reciprocity. 
Employees either benefit or burden every dimension of a com-
pany’s existence. The components of the FoE and SRM models 
constitute a strategic system, enabling them to outperform their 
competitors on a consistent basis. FoEs draw on 4 key elements 
to build trust with employees: respect for individuals, transpar-
ency, team building, and empowerment. Most companies that 
are highly profitable are not principally focused on profit mak-
ing. Love your neighbor embodies the value system of FoE.]   


